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W E  WA N T  Y O U R S .

Gotham Writers Workshop is a creative home in New York 
City and Online where writers develop their craft and come 
together in the spirit of discovery and fellowship. We’ve been 
teaching creative writing to students since 1993.

We believe that everyone has a story to tell. Indeed, many 
stories. Keep your eyes and mind open and you will find them 
everywhere. And we can help you tell your stories better.

Whether you’re a new writer looking to explore, or an 
experienced writer looking to strengthen your skills, 
our classes will help you reach your goals—through 
clear instruction on elements of craft, critique in a safe 
environment, and a structured process that keeps your work 
on track. We also teach Business Writing, with the same 
verve and expertise we bring to our creative writing courses. 

We strive to give each student the best possible learning 
experience. Class size is strictly limited so you never get lost 
in a crowd. And our instructors are consistently excellent—
working writers who are as skilled at teaching as they  
are at writing.

We are invested in helping students find the writing class that 
is most appropriate for their particular needs. Explore our 
website, and feel free to discuss options via email or phone.

Thousands of people have been enriched by the Gotham 
experience. It’s why we’ve been around for over twenty- 
five years.

For Fall 2021, we are offering a small selection of in-person 
classes in NYC, available to those who can show proof of a 
COVID vaccination. We also offer many classes Online and 
through Zoom videoconference. Check our website for the 
most current information. 

C O V I D - 1 9  N O T E :

Everyone 
has a 
story.



Ways to Learn
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Courses
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Essentials
Creative Writing 101 is an ideal 
starting point for writers, to test the 
waters or wash off the rust. The 
other courses here focus on crucial 
aspects of the writing craft, useful 
for all types of writing.  

CREATIVE WRITING 101 

PLOT 

CHARACTER  

DIALOGUE 

GRAMMAR! 

THE WRITER’S MIND  

THE EDITOR’S EYE

IN(VERSE): POETIC TECHNIQUES 
FOR NON-POETS 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

PEN ON FIRE

JUST WRITE

 

Professional Development
These courses sharpen your skills 
in the workplace, or help you 
build a platform as a writer, or 
guide you through the tricky task 
of publishing your work. We also 
offer Corporate Classes.

BUSINESS WRITING  

BLOG BASICS 

BLOG WRITING 

HOW TO GET PUBLISHED 

NONFICTION BOOK PROPOSAL

HIT SEND: PUBLISHING SHORT 
NONFICTION 

Teen Classes
Pressure-free, creativity-stretching, 
not-like-school courses for writers 
ages 13-17. Useful for expanding your 
talent or gaining skills bound to help 
with essays and schoolwork.  

UNBOUND: CREATIVE WRITING

TRUE STORY: CREATIVE NONFICTION

ACTION: TEEN SCRIPTWRITING

One-on-One
It’s wonderful to learn in a group 
setting, but sometimes one-on-one 
is the right match. You may want 
a private class, or “doctoring” on a 
specific project, or a professional 
mentor to guide you, or one of our 
specialty arrangements. 

DOCTORING—BOOK/STORY/SCRIPT 

MENTORSHIPS 

PRIVATE SESSIONS AND CLASSES 

PRIVATE GRAMMAR SESSIONS

PRIVATE BUSINESS WRITING SESSION/CLASS

QUERY LETTER COACHING 

COLLEGE ESSAY COACHING 

MFA APPLICATION ASSISTANCE 

BLOG LAUNCH 

BLOG BOOST

PODCAST LAUNCH

PROOFREADING 

QUERY LETTER COACHING 

AGENT/EDITOR EVALUATION

Fiction
Whether delving inside the truth 
of our everyday lives or letting us 
escape into an entertaining page-
turner, fiction takes us through the 
“looking-glass” into a world that’s  
a curious mixture of real and  
made-up.    

FICTION/NOVEL

CHILDREN’S BOOKS 

SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY 

MYSTERY

ROMANCE

COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS

READING FICTION

Nonfiction
Whether it’s an experience found 
in your kitchen or halfway around 
the world, whether it’s an idea you 
can’t forget or a conversation with 
a fascinating person, sometimes 
the most intriguing stories are true.

CREATIVE NONFICTION 101

MEMOIR

ESSAY & OPINION 

PERSONAL ESSAY 

ARTICLE

TRAVEL WRITING 

FOOD WRITING

Scriptwriting
We all like to be entertained, 
whether it’s watching a 
performance live on stage or 
flickering on a screen. Here’s 
where you learn to write the 
material that holds those 
audiences in thrall.

WRITING SCRIPTS 101

SCREENWRITING

TV WRITING 

PLAYWRITING 

DOCUMENTARY FILM 

SCRIPTS IN FOCUS

VIDEO GAME WRITING

WEB SERIES

Comedy, Poetry & Song
Send words soaring in the  
lyricism of poetry or song.  
Or get people high on laughter 
through stand-up comedy or 
humorous prose.  

POETRY

SONGWRITING

HUMOR WRITING 

STAND-UP COMEDY

NYC classes, in person. 
PENDING SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Online classes. 
NOT TAKING PLACE IN REAL TIME 

10-Week Workshops
These classes use a combination 
of lectures, exercises, and 
workshopping (critiquing of 
student projects). In NYC and 
Zoom, they meet for three hours 
per week; online, each session 
begins at the same time each 
week, and unfolds gradually all 
week long. Available in Level I,  
II, III.

$445 — NYC
$419 — Online, Zoom

6-Week Classes
These classes let students explore 
a variety of forms and concepts in 
a low-pressure manner, through 
a combination of lectures and 
exercises. In NYC and Zoom, they 
meet for three hours per week 
(two hours for Business Writing); 
online, each session begins at the 
same time each week, and unfolds 
gradually all week long. (Timing 
and price is different for Business 
Writing.) All Level I.

$335 — NYC
$319 — Online, Zoom

Selling Seminars
These courses emphasize the 
business side of writing.  
The online version takes place 
over four weeks. The Zoom 
version takes place in two three-
hour sessions.

$175

Intensives
These are fast and fun crash 
courses. The NYC version takes 
place in one seven-hour day. The 
Zoom version takes place in two 
three-hour sessions. The online 
version takes place over three 
weeks. 

$165

Fall classes begin throughout September, October, and November.  
Registration fee for all classes: $25 paid once per term.

Zoom classes. 
 

IN REAL TIME  
VIA VIDEOCONFERENCING



The most challenging part of writing is often just getting 
started—daring yourself into the wide-openness of the  

blank page. We invite you to do just that.  

To help out, we present several “story starters”  
and some tantalizing blank space to write upon.

Write Now
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Begin a story inspired by this photograph. 

I T ' S  A  V I S U A L

As you’ll see in the article on the following page, revision 
is a crucial part of the writing process. Give it a try. Write a 
paragraph about something you saw or thought or did this 
week. Just dash it off, getting the words down. Then revise it 
into something sharper and better. 

Use this writing prompt as inspiration: The wind began to blow. 

Now write a story that springs from this prompt in some way. It 
can be true or made up. Prose, script, poem, whatever you like. The 
trick is not to think about it, but just dive in and start writing. Let 
the prompt lead you wherever it wants to. Often this “no thinking” 
approach to writing is the best way to tap your creativity. (This will 
give you a taste of what we do every Friday at our Write-Ins.)

R E A D Y,  S E T,  W R I T E

T H E  A R T  O F  R E V I S I O N

Photo by Tolga Ulkan
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““I didn’t pick up a pencil or anything until I 
had kids,” says Gotham teacher Teresa Wong. 

“No child is going to let you sit there and write 
for even twenty minutes. But drawing, kids 
can sit alongside you or they can watch you 
and be interested.” Teresa’s first book Dear 
Scarlet is a graphic memoir that traces her time 
as a new mother struggling with postpartum 
depression. The New York Times called the 
book “brave” and Publishers Weekly said it was a 

“raw but reassuring memoir filled with helpful 
suggestions to mothers struggling with similar 
situations and feelings…” 

“A lot of the memories came back to me as 
images,” recalls Teresa. “And being at home 
with a little baby by yourself is really silent, so 
I thought [the story] would be better conveyed 

through images.” She drafted the memoir 
in a sketchbook, but for the manuscript, she 
thought surely she’d need to collaborate with a 
professional illustrator. Teresa asked an artist 
friend of hers if he would help. “He said, ‘The 
story is so personal, and it’s so vulnerable. It 
definitely has to come from your own hand.’” 
So the sketchbook became the manuscript 
for Dear Scarlet. 

 “I don’t know where the ideas come from—
somehow they land,” says Teresa. “You 
need to have a space for them to land.” Part 
of that means making room for recreation, 
for brainstorming and doodling. Before she 
was drawing, Teresa was writing. “I tried 
for years to write a book about my parents, 
about how they came to Canada. It just 
wasn’t really working out.” When illustration 
entered the mix, Teresa’s creative process 
inevitably changed. “When you type on a 
laptop, everything you look at is standardized 
and formalized. You could be typing a legal 
document or an email or a creative project—
and it all looks the same.” “Moving away 
from that has really helped both my drawing 
and writing,” says Teresa whose work is now 
primarily paper-based. “It feels more playful in 
a way.” 

“I think that graphics lends itself especially well 
to memoir because you really get to stand in 
the person’s place and see what they see,” she 
says. “There’s almost an instant transmission of 
feeling or meaning or mood, because what the 
graphic memoirist is doing is showing how they 
would frame it.” Of course, with memoir it’s 
important to relay the truth as best the author 
can, but when Teresa was in the second grade, 
she realized just how influential words could be.
Asked to keep a daily journal in class to write 

about what happened that week or that day, 
Teresa says, “I remember thinking my life was 
not that interesting. So, I would embellish… I 
took piano lessons and I added that I was in 
ballet, which I was not. I don’t know why I said 
that. No one ever questioned it. It was totally 
believable. I think that’s when I began to feel 
like I had power in my words.”

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A guy walks into a university and 
says, Hey, there’s something wrong 
with my novel, can you fix it?

A philosopher says, Tell me 
about it, and the guy does, and the 
philosopher says, I think you’re both 
overusing themes of mortality and 
overlooking the eco-critical context 
of the time during which your novel 
is set. So the guy goes home, and he 
mulls this over. He tinkers with his 
novel but, still, the damn thing 
won’t go.

The next day the guy walks into a 
garage and says, Hey, my novel’s not 
going anywhere; I think it’s broken. 
Can you fix it?

The mechanic says, Pop the 
hood. The guy does and the 
mechanic says, Well, I think your 
ratio of exposition to scene is a little 
wonky, and your dialogue patterns 
don’t ever vary, and the characters 
don’t seem to want much of anything…
what do you have this thing running 
on, anyway?

The guy says, what do you mean, 
running on?

The mechanic says, Interpersonal 
drama? Line by line-writing? 
Suspense? Compelling characters? 
What kind of fuel you put in her?

I don’t know, the guy says.

The mechanic says, Well, that’s 
your problem right there.

As a person who recently spent 
two years taking a novel from 
first draft to final, I consulted my 
fair share of philosophers and 
mechanics. Both are necessary, of 
course, but this is a love song for 
all the mechanics out there.

The first draft of my novel, The 
From-Aways, weighed in at an 
unwieldy 455 pages. At first, I 
couldn’t see my way to cutting 
more than a page here or there. I 

“edited” it. I thought about what I 
was trying to say about small town 
life and home. I thought about the 
big dreamy ideas and philosophies 
that were motivating my 
characters. Belonging! Love! Anti-
Over-Development Sentiments! I 
cut a few lines that were, perhaps, 
I could concede, gratuitous. Then 
I added a flashback detailing the 
operating procedure of the local 
bait shop.

People always talk about killing 
your darlings. And I thought that 
I was. But I was poking at my 
darlings and asking them politely 
whether they thought they might 
not have someplace else to be.

A year later, I knew something 
was keeping the novel from 

running, but couldn’t figure out 
what. Then my friend Ruth, one 
of my most trusted mechanics, 
told me that the catalyzing event 
that was supposed to motivate so 
much anger among the people in 
my fictional town, a confusingly 
described access road, was 
stupid, and made certain chapters 
feel listless. Here’s what people 
care about in a small town, Ruth 
said: parks, schools, and monuments. 
Ruth had diagnosed the trouble 
with my ignition. I replaced the 
access road with an ocean-side 
park and a historic carousel.

Another favorite mechanic, my 
friend Meredith said, I love the 
scene where the girls celebrate 
Christmas together, but I’m not sure 
whether it moves the book along. I 
was livid. She was trying to cancel 
Christmas! I stormed around my 
room for a minute. Then I looked 
at the scene, and realized she was 
right. My book was trying to tow 
more than the engine could handle. 
I cut it.

I became obsessed with looking 
at the book this way. What was I 
actually building my scenes out 
of? How much dialogue versus 
reflection versus action?

I mapped out the whole book on 
index cards, one for each chapter, 
yellow for one narrator, green for 
the other. On each card I listed 
what was actively happening 
in each scene, as well as what 
backstory or reflective information 
came to light. On each card I 
wrote one thing that chapter was 
doing that was new and necessary 

for the novel. On some cards I 
was horrified to realize there was 
nothing to write.

When I stepped back and 
looked at my psycho-killer index 
card matrix I realized that so 
much of what I had considered 
unexpendable was, in fact, dead 
weight. Charming, themey-
philosophical, dead weight.

It was a darling bloodbath.

The book that’s in stores today? 
315 pages.

Here is what I’m trying to say: 
long live the mechanic! 

CJ Hauser is the author of the novels 
Family of Origin and The From-Aways

SEE MORE FACULTY 
ARTICLES AND PROFILES ON 
OUR WEBSITE.

A MECHANIC'S 
APPROACH TO 

REVISION

Gotham Faculty
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Faculty Insight
BY CJ HAUSER 

Faculty Profile
BY JANCIE CREANEY

TERESA WONG

It feels amazing that my writing 
dreams are coming true; but the part of 
this story I like the best is that I didn’t 
even know I had those dreams until I 

came to Gotham Writers. 
—Corie Adjmi, writer

Magical! Beyond expectations. I 
wished it wouldn’t end.  

—Sarina Prabasi, nonprofit CEO

An amazing learning 
environment. 

—Jeff Vande Zande, community college professor

Try to imagine the Lord of the Rings 
trilogy without Gandalf. That’s 

what my life was like before I met my 
instructor. I would say three words 

to anyone considering a Gotham 
course: Do it now!  

—Rois Beal, housewife

Student Voices
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Community
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For competition rules and online entry form,  
—  visit  —

G O T H A M W R I T E R S . C O M / M O N S T E R
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F A L L  C O N T E S T 
A Monster
Comes

Imagine a monster is approaching. 

You can envision a known monster 
(like a vampire), or you can create 
an original monster, or you can 
broaden the definition of “monster” 
to include a witch or ghost or the 
like, and you can certainly picture 
a misunderstood monster (like in 
Frankenstein).  And…you can also 
use a human who is monstrous in 
some way (like a demented mother 
or abusive boyfriend). 

Then…Describe the monster 
approaching from the viewpoint 
of a person nearby, perhaps even 
yourself. What does the person 
see or hear or feel as the monster 
approaches? 

Show us in 31 words or fewer. 

Whosoever summons the monster 
that most captivates us—is the 
winner of a free Gotham class of 
their choosing. 

Here are some examples from the 
Gotham staff: 

Floating broomstick overhead with 
a glittering trail, fabric dancing 
playfully off her saggy skin, an ethereal 
voice fills the air, beckoning me to follow 
the hooked nose—wide-eyed recruit.
 

-Miranda Powers

With eyeless leer and gaping maw of 
boxy black teeth, it ambles towards me, 
shoulders jilting back and forth with 
each step. Its skeletal hand reaches out, 
jaw biting, chomp chomp.
 

-Josh Sippie

He leaves traps out in August when 
he gives us the keys. The neighbors get 
them too. Come July: “I’ll be keeping 
the deposit—for the mice.” My landlord, 
the insatiable.
 

-Rachel Powers

HERE’S WHAT HAPPENS: 
The teacher gives an interesting 
writing prompt. Everyone writes 
for a while. Then, those who want 
to read aloud their work. We 
take a break and socialize (bring 
refreshments). Then you go through 
the process one more time. It’s 
writer’s heaven.  

You must sign up in advance. Spaces 
open every Thursday afternoon for 
the following day’s Write-In.

EVERY FRIDAY ON ZOOM 
2pm and 6:30pm, Eastern Time 
Free

See our website for details.  

Do you wish there was a place you could go for  
writing inspiration and practice? Where you could  

hang out with other writers? Without needing to make  
a long-term commitment or spend a lot of money?  

 
We offer free Write-Ins every Friday on Zoom,  

at 2 and 6:30 pm Eastern Time.

W R I T E - I N S  ( F R E E )

We offer a free talk show on Zoom, every Wednesday at  
1 pm Eastern Time. It’s called Inside Writing. Every episode, three 
fascinating people (host, writer, agent or editor) discuss the inside 

scoop on publishing and writing.  
 

You must sign up in advance.

I N S I D E  W R I T I N G  TA L K  S H O W  ( F R E E )

G O T H A M W R I T E R S . C O M / C A P T I O N

If you wish to publish a book, don’t miss the Gotham Writers 
Conference. 

 
October 15-17, 2021 on Zoom 

G O T H A M  W R I T E R S  C O N F E R E N C E 

G O T H A M W R I T E R S . C O M / C O N F E R E N C E 

Did you know Gotham offers various scholarships to  
BIPOC writers?

B I P O C  S C H O L A R S H I P S

G O T H A M W R I T E R S . C O M / B I P O C



Stories are, truly, everywhere—every 
place you look, everyone you meet, 

everything you experience.  
Every day is filled with hundreds 
of potential stories awaiting your 

imagination and craft. 

Each month we invite you to post a story on Twitter at 
#GWstorieseverywhere. Your stories (which can be true or made up)  

will be inspired by what you see, know, or do, and they  
should relate in some way to these monthly themes:

At the end of each month, we will pick  
our favorite and reward that person  

with a free Gotham writing class.  
 

Your story must be no longer than 25 words,  
with a max of 280 characters, including spaces  

and the hashtag #GWstorieseverywhere.   
 

Everyone has a story. Especially you. 

gothamwriters.com
212–974–8377 

SEPTEMBER

loophole 

OCTOBER

stolen 

NOVEMBER

wrong address
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